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Every kind of innovation is a step for future. Credit system is a big step for improving
the educational system. Today we will be informed about pros and cons of Credit system
and introducing it to the system. It is not a secret that every university and institute has
been setting Credit system step by step. In this position, what the students and mentors are
getting? Academic Credit system was manufactured for bachelor, master and PhD students
as a standard. They are evaluated according to their position, action and contacts with
teachers. It is important to comprehend that the system is useful for students to be
compared with other university’s students in a way of gathering their credits in a year or
semester.
The credits is a unit that includes lectures, laboratory works, attendance,
assignments, self study and e-learning. Furthermore these assignments can be checked
online and it does not demand to wait for the mentor for ages. As it saves the time,
Corruption in an educational system might fall down because of contactless. By the way,
Teachers and lecturers should offer their syllabus for students and it gives the student what
they may come across with in the future lessons and if they are absent in any kind of lesson,
it is possible to learn it independently.
As it is mentioned above, Credit system has several pros and cons as well. Let’s count
its advantages first.
 Credit system supports the students to get higher educational program
 Academic Credit system keeps students’ progress and it gives a chance to use
less people’s force
 It is easy to estimate on time and according to workload
 It is not challenging to transfer to another university if credits are gathered
 Academic credit system act as a proof of previous students’ work searching and
finding appropriate
 For university it is easy to get rating and it can show its ranked place
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 Student can see their GPA during the lesson and it helps to take a master or PhD
according their GPA
 During the educational year, educational department owns 50% mark and
teachers get other part of mark.
Students can get a consistent and transparent way of valuing their learning
achievements through academic credits. The awarded credits are recorded in a credit
transcript that can lead to a qualification. According to the latest view, Students are
examined by 2 sectors and their mark is not depended on single person and it gives an
opportunity to be fair in education. As it assists students to record the achievements they
can act following them. If they do not award enough credits in their educational year, They
may come across with some issues which we would like to speak about it during the article.
 Students should pay for credits which they cannot award during the semester
This issue may lead some other problems too. Because if they have to pay the
payment it leads student to work in their free time except learning special education for
their future. This kind of students may have lack of knowledge that can be used in their
working time.
 Students should restudy the subjects which they missed in a short period.
People can learn any kind of thing via repetition but it may not be enough time to get
knowledge (for example: a 2-week is not enough for 4-credit subjects). In this positions they
should only work on themselves and should work with teachers as much as possible .
 If their GPA is not enough to take an exam, they are not allowed to enter to the
exam.
GPA is gathered during the full year or 4-year studying year. And it identifies if
student goes on studying or no. Curricula of specialties and specialties are supplemented by
disciplines that are not related to the requirements of the labor market, mainly in terms of
the principle of employment of professors and teachers, the allocation of classroom hours,
as well as were formed on the basis of the division of disciplines by mutual consent of the
heads of departments. The student was not only allowed to choose subjects and professors,
but also to give upboring classes and study in the library.
Students are evaluated according their GPA. By the way information how students
are estimated should be demonstrated.
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For students If their grade is between 90.00 and 100.00, It would be excellent or it is
equal to A. If their grade is between 70.00 and 89.99, It would be good or it is equal to B. If
their grade is between 60.00 and 69.99, It would be Satisfactory or it is equal to C . If their
grade is between 00.00 and 59.99, It would be Unsatisfactory or it is equal to D and they can
enter to their final exam. And Final exam can evaluate their actual knowledge and if it is
enough they would add 2 parts of marks and deal it. The latest mark can be seen after this
action.
Furthermore to the advantages of Credit module system, Students can study without
any kind of troubles. It means that Students are in a freedom situation. They can study when
and where they want and it is not vital that how they are learning. But it is fundamental
that they should send their assignments on time during the deadline. It helps students not
to waste time and money for printing their tasks.
In conclusion, The academic credit system helps to increase students exchange.
Because assignments given at one university are awarded credits to transfer the students
which allows Uzbek students to go on their studies at advance foreign universities and
remove complex barriers. However it leads some problems to students to paid actions or
retake period of studying, Credit system improves the education into better positions. Credit
system of education helps universities to be ranked and It creates change or exchange
students with an easy way. A fter all, higher education institutions in all developed countries
are following this path and achieving high results. Once our traditional higher education
system is not recognized around the world, we are forced to apply advanced standards and
systems to higher education institutions
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